Sick honda civic

Originally a subcompact , the Civic has gone through several generational changes, becoming
both larger and more upscale, moving into the compact car segment. EPA guidelines for vehicle
size class stipulate a car having combined passenger and cargo room of to The first generation
Civic was introduced in July as a two-door model, [3] followed by a three-door hatchback that
September. In Japan, as customers increasingly shifted to minivans and compact cars like the
Fit, production of the non-hybrid Civic ended in August when it no longer complied with
Japanese government dimension regulations in the width category. Honda, after establishing
itself as a leading manufacturer of motorcycles during the s, began production of automobiles
in The car had a transverse-mounted front engine, front-wheel drive FF layout, which would be
adopted for the later Honda and Civic models. It was Honda's first model to have an impact in
the export market. It became one of the most influential automotive designs of the s, with the
Volkswagen Golf , Ford Fiesta , and Fiat Ritmo showing similarities as transverse-FF,
truncated-trapezoidal hatchbacks occupying a size niche between minicars and compact
sedans. The Renault 5 was introduced six months before the Honda Civic which appeared later
in July. In Japan, the Civic was the first fully modern compact car in the European style, offering
a level of prestige never before seen in this class in the market. The first generation Honda Civic
was introduced on 11 July , but sold as a model in Japan. The Civic was available as a two- or
four-door fastback sedan, three- and a five-door hatchback , as well as a five-door station
wagon. Because of the oil crisis , consumer demand for fuel efficient vehicles was high, and
because of the engine being able to run on either leaded or unleaded fuel, it gave drivers fuel
choice flexibility over other vehicles. The CVCC engine debuted in December , with a head
design that allowed for more efficient combustion, and as a benefit the CVCC system did not
require a catalytic converter or unleaded fuel to meet Environmental Protection Agency
emissions standards for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. The second generation Honda
Civic was introduced in June as a model. It was larger, had a more angular shape, and came
with increased engine power. All Civic engines now used the CVCC design, which added a third
valve per cylinder; this introduced lean burn swirl technology. Three transmissions were
offered: a four-speed manual on base models , a five-speed manual, and a two-speed semiautomatic Honda had previously called the " Hondamatic ". The second generation Civic was
offered as a three-door hatchback, a four-door sedan, a five-door hatchback and a five-door
wagon. The third generation was released in September for the model year. The separate
five-door hatchback and wagon models were merged into a five-door "shuttle wagon" or
"wagovan" sometimes referred to colloquially as a "breadbox" because of its appearance,
called the Honda Civic Shuttle. An additional two-seat coupe styleâ€”labeled CRX â€”was
introduced, noted for its compact dimensions and light weight. The third generation Civic saw
the introduction of the long running four-cylinder D series engine including a new 1. A 4WD
engine with different transmission mounts was introduced for the first time in , and later
upgraded in It delivered a fuel economy of around 28 mpg highway. The 4WD system was
push-button operated until improved in when the rear wheels would engage automatically once
the front wheels lost traction. This new system was called "Realtime" which used a "viscous
coupler" connecting two propeller shafts between the front and rear axles. The manual
transmission featured a synchronized 6th gear, called "SL", or "Super-Low", which was used for
high torque at very low speeds. The "Realtime" idea is still utilized to this day but includes
technological improvements since the first system. In September , a redesigned Civic was
introduced with increased dimensions and a lower hood line. A wide range of models and trim
levels were offered for various markets around the world. All U. The fourth generation saw the
introduction of a fully independent rear suspension across the entire model range. These
Special Edition models included all white side molding that matched the white body and color
matched dual mirrors. In the body molding was a wrap around blue stripe. Each car had interior
upgrades as well as a chrome-tipped exhaust. Introduced in September for the model year, the
redesigned Civic featured increased dimensions, as well as more aerodynamic styling. The
wagon variant was now only available in the Japanese market where the previous generation
wagon was carried over until Continuing in the sporty tradition of the original Civic SiR, Honda
sold several similarly equipped variants of the fifth generation car, still referred to as the Civic
SiR, in Japan, Asia and Europe. A special model was the i with the B18B4, that was fitted to
Ballade models. The fifth generation remains popular among tuners and racers alike. Introduced
in September for the model year, the sixth generation featured updated styling although less
radical than previous redesigns. The first Civic Si coupe EM1 was introduced in until Europe
saw a DOHC 1. The seventh generation was released in September , for the model year. While
the redesign retained the previous generation's exterior dimensions, interior space was
improved in part by using a flat rear floor thus bumping up Civic to a compact car size segment.
The front suspension was changed from that of a double wishbone to a MacPherson strut , in

order to lower costs, as well as allow more engine bay room for the newly introduced Honda
K-series engine. Power was also increased on some trim levels. The Civic Coupe was no longer
sold in Japan starting with this generation. In North America, coupe and sedan body styles were
available, except for the Si SiR in Canada which was offered only as a three-door hatchback.
The Type R was redesigned as well this time using a more powerful i-VTEC motor and using the
three-door hatchback body style. This generation saw Honda introduce their first Civic Hybrid,
powered by a 1. The eighth generation was released in September , for the model year. For the
eighth generation, Honda split the model into two different platforms, one for sedan and coupe,
and one for a hatchback designed primarily for the European market using a simpler rear
suspension from the Honda Fit and more aggressive styling. As of , a total of The hatchback is
available as a three and five-door. Both Si and Type R trim levels continued although the
Japanese and European Type R, while sharing the same engine size, are mechanically different.
In the United States, an improved, sportier version of the Civic Si 4-door tuned by tuner Mugen
was offered, featuring cosmetic alterations and changes to the suspension, wheels, slight
exterior differences, and exhaust system. The end of this model generation also marked a
hiatus of the Civic Type R in Japan, with no successor model until the later tenth generation,
going on sale in mid and the discontinuation of the Coupe outside of North America. On 13
December , Honda unveiled a sketch of the new ninth generation Civic which was described as
"energetic, sleek and aerodynamic. The production version of the ninth generation Civic
previewed by the concept went on sale in the U. Honda's Eco Assist technology is added to
most models, and became the first gasoline-only powered Honda to employ such technology in
North America. Further improvements include a new multilink rear suspension to further reduce
road feel on particularly battered roads and highways. The tenth generation Civic is based on
the all-new Honda compact global platform. The tenth-generation Civic features a new fastback
exterior design, with the rear C-pillar flowing into the tailgate. The front of the car features a new
chrome wing design that flows across the top of the headlamps. For the model year, Honda
expanded the availability of Civic's optional six-speed manual transmission to include the
hatchback's top Sport Touring trim. The interior of the new Civic likewise features major design
changes. Unlike the split bi-level speedometer and tachometer of its predecessor, the EX and
above trim levels of the tenth generation Civic consolidates these instruments into a fully
customisable, all digital "Driver Information Interface" incorporating a 7-inch LCD screen
positioned directly behind the steering wheel and in the driver's line of sight. The
eleventh-generation Civic was revealed as a prototype on November 17, While the Civic is sold
in largely the same form worldwide, differences in the name of the models exist between
markets. The sixth-generation sedan was also sold as the Integra SJ. A four-door station wagon
model called the Civic Shuttle also Civic Pro in Japan was available from until this brand name
would later be revived for the mids Honda Shuttle people carrier, known in some markets as the
Honda Stream. In South Africa, the sedan the only model sold there until the launch of the sixth
generation sedan and hatch was known as the Ballade. The Honda Domani, an upscale model
based on the Civic, was sold as the Isuzu Gemini in Japan â€” , and confusingly the 5-door
Domani was sold as the Honda Civic along with the "real" hatchback and sedan Civics in
Europe from to In Thailand, the sixth generation Civic was available as the four-door Isuzu
Vertex. The sixth-generation station wagon was sold as the Honda Orthia , with the Partner as
the downmarket commercial variant. The seventh generation minivan model is called the Honda
Stream. In Canada, the sixth and seventh generation Civics were mildly redesigned to create the
Acura EL until the advent of the eight generation Civic, which was used to create the Acura CSX
, which was designed in Canada. The three-door hatchback body style has been somewhat
unpopular in the United States, but has achieved wide acceptance in Canada, as well as
popularity in Japan and European markets, helping cement Honda's reputation as a maker of
sporty compact models. Accordingly, all instances of the current model left or right hand drive,
anywhere in the world are British-made cars designed with Japanese engineering, except for
the US-built two-door coupe and the sedan version built in Brazil for the Latin American market.
In North America, the Civic hatchback was dropped for In Brazil, although being considered for
local manufacturing since the early s it was illegal to import cars in Brazil from until , the Civic
wasn't available until , via official importing. The seventh generation production started in ,
displacing the Chevrolet Vectra from the top sales record for the mid-size sedan segment,
however it lost that position to the Toyota Corolla the following year. In , the eighth generation
was released and regained the sales leadership. Identical to the North American version, it lacks
options such a moonroof, and standard security equipment like VSA and side and curtain
airbags were removed because of lack of car safety laws in the Mercosur. Furthermore, the
Brazilian subsidiary began producing flex-fuel versions for the Civic and the Fit models, capable
of running on any blend of gasoline E20 to E25 blend in Brazil and ethanol up to E The IIHS

awarded the Civic sedan with a rating of "good" on both frontal and side impact crash tests [40]
and lists the Civic as the second-best small car in overall crashworthiness. Frontal impact:. Side
impact front seat:. Side impact rear seat:. In Australia, â€” Civics were assessed in the Used Car
Safety Ratings on their level of occupant protection regardless of size or era. Despite being a
modest car, the Civic is popular as a platform for modification and customization by the
enthusiast community. Starting with the fourth generation and continuing through the model
year, Civics had front double wishbone suspension and rear semi-trailing arm suspension. More
recent seventh and eighth generation Civics, now rated as compacts rather than subcompacts,
remain generally attractive as tuner projects in spite of added weight mostly because of U.
Particularly unwelcome among the tuner community [45] was the replacement of the front
double-wishbone suspension with MacPherson struts , which provide inferior handling
primarily because of limited dynamic camber angle control. From to , the Civic was awarded Car
of the Year Japan. In , the Civic ranked third in the European Car of the Year awards, the highest
ranking for a Japanese vehicle at that time. It also was awarded the U. Road Test magazine's "
Car of the Year. The Civic has been on Car and Driver magazine's yearly Ten Best list six times,
in , â€”91, and Civics contested the Up to cc class in the Bathurst touring car race at Bathurst in
Australia each year from to , with a best placing of second in class in both and In recent years
the Civic has been used in a wide variety of racing series, particularly in Japan. It is also used in
touring car races in Europe and the United States. Built to BTC-T specifications, it gained the
team third in the manufacturers championship. The season saw the 'works' team Civics secure
an impressive second in the manufacturers championship. Such was the competitiveness of the
Civic in its first two-season, saw five teams enter Civics, allowing the model to secure second in
the manufacturers championship. Although manufacturer support from Honda for the BTCC
ended in , several teams still found success running the Civic in and In both and , the Civic
allowed the team to finish 3rd in the Teams championship, behind the two manufacturer backed
teams. In the team returns with its Civic to defend its Team and Manufacturers championship
again with the Neal and Shedden pairing. They are the first manufacturer backed team to
announce their intention to run fully to the NGTC specification. The car was powered by a 1.
After the introduction of the new TC1 regulations in , the Civics took numerous race victories
and podiums, but were not championship contenders again until the season. The Civic was the
fastest car in with the most pole positions and main race victories, but the team missed out on
another title as their championship-leading driver Tiago Monteiro suffered injuries in a crash
during testing because of a brake failure, which put him out of the remaining rounds of the
season, while other incidents also hampered their results that season. As of February , From
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leasing purposes only. Modifying a car is the lifeblood of the hot rod world. Over the last few
decades the Honda Civic has become one of the most heavily modded car models out there,
with an entire industry revolving around thousands of ways to jail-break a Civic from the factory
design and turn it into a Fast and the Furious street racing monster. Due to the light weight of
the Civic which is anywhere from to 1, lbs. But, with the ability to modified everything from the
paint, wheels, body, chassis, suspension, powertrain, interior, lighting and entertainment
systems making a Civic uniquely your own is easy if you have the time, money, resources and
imagination to make it happen. Granted, whether or not you have taste and an eye for cool
seems to have no bearing when it comes to the ability to modify a Civic. The Civic hatchback is
easily one of the most sought-after Civics when it comes to a blank canvas for modification
dreams. That was our first engine swap, learned purely off Internet resources. Once the
transplant was completed, we slowly began modding the car, starting with simple bolt-ons to
the suspension. That's when I attended a club track day and fell in love with the car even more.
The ability to generate downforce is almost as necessary as the ability to get up and go when it
comes to building a fast car. Nothing ends a trip down the strip faster than going airborne in the
middle of a run. One of the best ways to keep the tail on the ground is through use of a rear
spoiler or wing. Using the aerodynamic principles that generate lift to get a jumbo jet off the
runway can then be flipped to keep your hot rod firmly planted on the pavement. If you really
want your Civic to stand out from the crowd, you can drop a few thousand dollars into having it
custom wrapped. With the proliferation of commercial vehicles using wraps these days,
chances are any large city near you will have quite a few companies dying to wrap your ride.
Gloss black paint has always been a classic choice when it comes to hopped up cars. From
carbo-fiber to a variety of matte and flat black finishes, there are lots to choose from when it
comes to the base color of your Civic. Thankfully for this one, it looks really cool. This one is a
love it or hate it mod-job, for sure. Dubbed the Metra Elektrik, this Civic will get your attention
no matter how you feel about it. From the folks at autoblog. The hacked PlayStation Portable, a
contribution from Aurora Multimedia, can also be used to drive the vehicle remotely along with
other functions. Under the hood is nothin' but audio equipment. There are also 6 DVD players,
23 Monkey touch screens, gauges on the bumper monitoring temp and load of the audio
equipment, and incredible paint by Brian Boan of Devils Candy Customs, which took 4 weeks
alone. However, when the engines are wound out, it takes some serious wattage to blast the
opposition with soundwaves of a more musical variety. Just be careful not to make it so loud
you blow out your own back window, which actually happens at serious car stereo
competitions. And, the ones that not only look fast, but move even faster. While some Civic
owners want to go full-on race car, Fast and the Furious gaudy with their rides, other prefer to
remain understated. This one looks like it just might have quite a few horses hiding under the
hood, ready to send this black beauty rocketing down the road in a blur of crimson-accented jet
black. But, the ground effects, rear wing, and red accent lighting under the rear-view mirror
prove that, toy or not, this Civic should be taken seriously. The hood not only protects the
engine and all its accessories water pump, alternator, etc. Having the hood off greatly disturbs
the wind flow over the top of the car, creates drag and decreases downforce. For many, they opt
to go with the scissor door route. For anyone who really loves Civics, or just about any car for
that reason, seeing one left on the curb sitting on its brake rotors and drums is heart-breaking.

If the owner did this intentionally, they should have to hand the title over to a more humane
Honda person. However, this pic might be from an unintended mod perpetrated by a loser crew
who came along and stole the Civic's wheels and tires. When a new invention co-opts an
existing term, name or phrase, it often takes a certain segment of society a while to catch up.
Take for instance exhibit A here, the Christmas wrapped car. Instead of wrapping it in some
eye-blisteringly awesome bundle of vinyl go-fast graphics, someone opted to give this ride the
automotive equivalent of an ugly Christmas sweater. If not, well, someone might want to tell
them to get with the program. Wheel alignments generally consist of three sets of adjustments:
cast, camber and toe. The further in the camber is adjusted, normally the better the car handles.
Camber it in too far and all you end up doing is wiping out an expensive set of tires in a few
hundred miles. Running the camber all the way in while putting tires that are too small for the
rims under the front end is just a recipe for major body damage and a Civic that will rapidly
become undrivable. I need a really big bumper, like the ones they put on one-ton pickup trucks,
strapped to the front of my Civic. Then that person had to find a like-minded individual or
company who made such a thing unless they were good at fabrication. Once that step had come
and gone, the Civic owner had to install the giant bumper, somehow convince themselves it was
cool, then go drive around in public looking to play bumper cars with an F These days, most of
us continually complain about not having enough time to get everything done. Between the
demands or work, home life, family and friends, it would be great to have a few extra hours
added to each day, so we can get done everything we want. The real problem comes in when
you figure this could be some sort of misguided attention-grab. Unfortunately, most people are
going to be so repulsed by this ride that the driver is in for some of the loneliest commutes in
Honda Civic history. Exhaust modifications usually fall into the categories of mild or wild. But, if
you refuse to drive to the beat of those drummers, you can always find a quality meat smoker,
hack off the smokestack and weld it to your exhaust tip, then call it a day. Unfortunately, far too
many car modders these days bolt these ridiculously oversized wings onto Civics that barely
have enough horsepower to hit mph the rough speed you have to achieve for a wing to be of
any use. Factoring in the notion of how much these things weigh, and then calculating the
horsepower to weight ratio often means some actually make their Civics slower by bolting on
go-fast parts. Take about counter-productive. When done as a joke, which it usually is, making
mods to your car with the use of duct tape and cardboard can bring out some serious laughs.
Like the time a few friends and I made a giant cardboard wing for a co-workers Ford F, tapped it
to the top of his tailgate and made a giant bowtie on the back of the tailgate using blue painters
tape. Using cardboard and tape of any sort as a serious mod material for your Honda Civic is a
big no-no. Now, again, feel free to prank your friends with it, just make sure to upload the
photographic evidence somewhere Google will find it so we can all join in the laughter. By Allen
Moore Published Jun 16, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Related Topics Car Culture.
Conditions apply. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Use my current location. RDM can determine if
you cross over detected lane lines without signaling, can provide steering assistance to help
you return to your lane or provide braking to help keep you from leaving the roadway entirely.
ACC helps you maintain a set following interval behind a detected vehicle for highway driving. If
the detected vehicle slows to a stop, ACC is designed to slow and stop your vehicle as well.
After stopping, a tap on the throttle instructs the car to continue maintaining the desired
interval. With your hands on the steering wheel, long highway drives are easier with LKAS. It
subtly adjusts steering to help keep the vehicle centered in a detected lane. Honda Limited
Warranty. Roadside Assistance. Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring Shopping
Tools. Are you sure? Your ZIP Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you. Style for
Miles. Modern Comfort. See the Civic Sedan in Action. Sport shown in Rallye Red. The Civic
Sedan features aggressive lines and refined features that make it stand out from the crowd.
Signature C-shaped taillights, a sleek profile and a bold Sport trim add to its fierce personality.
Touring shown in Molten Lava Pearl. With a bold, aggressive face and sharp, sophisticated
bodylines throughout, every angle of the Civic Sedan exterior is the right angle. Civic Sedan
features a sleek profile and a long wheelbase, making it sporty even when standing still. The
wide, aggressive stance shows that the Civic Sedan is ready to scorch the pavement. Sport
shown in Aegean Blue Metallic. The Sport trim stands out from the crowd with its inch alloy
wheels, center outlet exhaust, fog lights and more. Touring shown in Modern Steel Metallic with
accessory inch black alloy wheels. The large, accessory inch black alloy wheels create a
cleaner, more contemporary look for your Civic Sedan. Touring shown in Modern Steel Metallic
with accessory decklid spoiler. The accessory decklid spoiler adds a subtle, tasteful
enhancement that adds to the sleek aerodynamics of your Civic Sedan. Touring shown in
Modern Steel Metallic with accessory door visors. Accessory LED fog lights can add visibility
crucial in navigating poor weather conditions, including rain and snow, as well as dense fog.

Touring shown in Modern Steel Metallic with accessory front underbody spoiler. The accessory
front underbody spoiler accentuates the aggressive and sporty character of the Civic. Touring
shown in Modern Steel Metallic with accessory moonroof visor. The accessory moonroof visor
helps reduce wind noise and glare for a more comfortable and enjoyable driving experience.
Sophisticated Body Lines. Sleek Profile. Aggressive Stance. Sport Trim. Decklid Spoiler. Door
Visors. LED Fog Lights. Front Underbody Spoiler. Moonroof Visor. Touring shown with Black
Leather. Settle in and relax. The spacious interior seats five, offers plenty of cargo space and is
designed with your comfort in mind. Civic Sedan features elegant details throughout the cabin,
including leather-trimmed seats and a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. No more
pulling on a brake lever. The Civic Sedan features a convenient electric parking brake that
activates with the lift of a finger. Touring shown. Heated front seats standard on EX and above.
Heated outboard rear seats standard on Touring. The Civic Sedan offers available heated seats
for the driver and front passenger. The Touring trim also adds heating for outboard rear
passengers. One-touch power moonroof standard on EX and above. Catch some fresh air and
let in light with the available power moonroof, which opens and closes with a single touch.
Remote engine start standard on Sport and above. Everything is in reach of the driver, from the
controls to the storage console that fits drinks, a tablet or a small bag. Shown with accessory
all-season floor mats. Accessory all-season floor mats act as a protective layer between nature
and your original carpets. Shown with accessory armrest illumination. The accessory armrest
with illumination adds comfort for both driver and passenger. Shown with accessory console
illumination. Refined details come to life in the soft glow of accessory console illumination.
Shown with accessory interior illumination. Accessory interior illumination provides an upscale
touch to your interior with a soft glow of blue light in the driver and passenger footwells. Shown
with accessory carpet trunk mat. The accessory carpet trunk mat gives your trunk area a
finished look while adding an important extra layer of protection. Shown with accessory
wireless phone charger. Leather-Trimmed Interior. Driver Information Interface. Electric Parking
Brake. One-Touch Power Moonroof. Remote Engine Start. Center Console. Armrest Illumination.
Console Illumination. Interior Illumination. Carpet Trunk Mat. Wireless Phone Charger. Discover
smart tech details everywhere you look. Paddle shifters standard on Sport and Touring. Civic
Sedan shown. Standard MacPherson front suspension contributes to the superior handling that
makes the Civic Sedan fun to drive. The continuously variable transmissions CVT offered in the
Civic Sedan were optimized to match each available engine, for plenty of power without
sacrificing fuel efficiency. See details here. A thrilling drive deserves a gripping soundtrack. The
available premium audio system delivers watts through 10 speakers perfectly tuned for the
Civic Sedan interior. Available in the 48 contiguous U. Some services and features are subject
to device capabilities and location restrictions. All fees, content and features are subject to
change. Touring shown in Cosmic Blue Metallic. Signal right and live video displays from a
small camera on your passenger-side mirror. MacPherson Strut Front Suspension.
Continuously Variable Transmission. Navigation System. Connected Audio. Road Departure
Mitigation System RDM RDM can determine if you cross over detected lane lines without
signaling, can provide steering assistance to help you return to your lane or provide braking to
help keep you from leaving the roadway entirely. Brochures image. It looks like you're new here.
If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! I used to own a Audi cousin to VW A6
and loved everything about it, especially the fact that no one ever got motion sick in it. I could
even do a little reading as a passenger! It is terrible for people that are prone to motion
sickness. My children get so sick in it, even just traveling short distances. For this reason
mainly, I need to sell the truck and get something that doesn't make all of the passengers sick.
Both the shifting and low center of gravity argument both make sense to me, I have actually
considered the Jetta but it's a little small for my family. Thank you Nathan for your input about
the Passat, I've considered that and was sort of thinking TDI but I'll definitely steer away from
that! Does the standard shifting help prevent passengers from getting sick as well? Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in General. I'll keep this brief. Bought a
new '07 Camry to replace my '94 Celica. Unfortunately the stupid thing makes me motion sick,
even when I'm driving. Whether it's the transmission, a big floaty car, or my imagination, I'm not
sure. Question for everyone: Anyone out there prone to motion sickness who has found a good
solution in the 21st century age of computer controlled cars. Manual Tranny? Maybe I need to
go back to my '74 Ghia and take control of my gear shifts. Small car for less "bounce"? Or
maybe it's the floaty sensation of the Camry that makes me sick. Any ideas are appreciated.
August I'm curious why you think the transmission has anything to do with your discomfort I
would think that you'd need a car with a very firm ride very little body roll and with very
supportive seats that keep your body from moving side to side. Of course, being a 2-door, using

a car seat isn't so great. Maybe something like a Scion xD or a Honda Fit might work for you I'm
thinking of cars that do not have a high center of gravity and aren't too tall, so that your head
isn't moving too much think of sitting at the top of the mast of a sailboat as opposed to sitting
on the deck. I've considered what you've said about the side to side movements, and this is
certainly bigger than the '74 Ghia and '94 Celica. I mention the transmission because in the
Camry, unsmooth and unexpected acceleration and deceleration are a major cause of motion
sickness. That's why being a passenger is so terrible, you can't anticipate starts and stops
because you're not controlling the pedals. I'd like something a little bigger than what you've
suggested. I'm not a big expert on the technologies behind the cars though, so anyone that
knows more, feel free to chime in! I would take the Jetta any day over the Camry. The
transmission is much more positive. If you get the DSG it is like a manual without a clutch.
Good luck. Nathan, you might drop by the Midsize Sedans discussion and see what those folks
think. Many of the cars you mention are the topic there. January I have been test driving the
smaller suvs after being in a sedan and feel sick as the driver! Makes no sense to me I ended up
with an 07 Jetta, and I love it. Amazing how different it drives than most of the cars on the
market. I swear VW engineers them differently than everybody else. I even tried a Nissan with a
CVT I swear with the Jetta I push the pedal and it goes, and I let off the pedal and it slows
naturally. There's no weird downshifting like in the Camry, and it doesn't feel floaty. I love it. In
fact, I love it so much that I'd absolutely look at a VW in the future. December The last time I
actually had a comfy ride to Vegas was in an 05' Chevrolet Cobalt. Very firm, not floaty, but just
a really enoyable ride. I now own a 95 Jeep Cherokee and it doesn't make me sick at all,
Generally a higher more being able to see over everything makes a drama
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tic difference. I've had it from the day I hit the planet, Believe me I know it sucks. November I
have had the inner ear problem since a baby so I can relate. I also had a camaro and sold it fast
as I could because I'd get so dizzy in that car not while driving I do pretty good in a truck that's
high up, like a ford, or chevy the big z71 ect but my car I get even more sick. Here's the weird
thing I road in a chevy trailblazer and got pretty sick oh and test drove a Buick rendezvous and
got sick, is there something to this SUV thing? I thought maybe I needed to get away from a car
into a truck what do you guys think? For me, it hasn't been about car size I recently test drove
both passats The transmission in the TDI made me sick, but the standard was great. For me it's
about how the car drives. Does it go smoothly when I tell it to, and does it slow down smoothly
when I let off the gas and break. If it starts aggressively downshifting on it's own February Sign
In or Register to comment.

